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The corner of Milford and Livingston Road, with the Asa Smith Mobil Gas Filling Station and the Needham Building
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The south side of East Livingston Road at St. John Street
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p r o l o g u e

HigHland station Has Been quietly waiting for decades 

as strip malls and parKing lots Have encroacHed on all sides.  its understated 

Homes Have retained tHeir century-old cHaracter.  tHe century-old store 

Has found new usefulness and tHe Hotel is a feed store wHere people gatHer 

on saturday mornings to eat cooKies and talK.  gravel streets are sHeltered 

By a canopy of trees and lawns weave Between tHe widely spaced Buildings.  

Just past tHe railroad tracKs is an expanse of nature laced By trails popular 

witH HorseBacK riders and mountain BiKers. tHis is an unfussy place witH 

simple lines and a casual, rural atmospHere.  it is a tricK of fate–tHe lacK 

of puBlic sewers–tHat Has Kept HigHland station in wait, and tHat Has 

given tHe people a cHance to watcH progress, BotH good and Bad. witH tHat 

perspective, tHey Have cHosen to plan tHeir evolution witH foresigHt–and 

mayBe witH HindsigHt as well.
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some towns are swept along as wave after wave of new 
development builds their economy but erases their history.  strip malls 
replace store fronts and country roads widen into highways.  with no 
time to plan a strategy, these towns have no recourse when change is 
imposed rather than invited.  The result is often a town indistinguishable 
from the rest of suburban america: a faceless, place-less stripmallville.

sometimes fate interferes and development doesn’t 
occur.  a highway bypasses a community and development stalls.  soils 
prove difficult to build on, sometimes precluding large structures.  or, 
like Highland station, a lack of sewers means that more land is needed 
for each building to have a septic system.  This requirement has kept 
densities low for the past quarter-century while nearby areas grew 
rapidly.  even though Highland station sits near the intersection of 
two major routes, Highway m-59 and milford road, it has remained 
quiet and mostly residential.  This has eroded the commercial core of 
the community and challenged the local economy, but it has also given 
Highland station a chance to see what is coming and prepare.

today, Highland station is a charming hamlet of 
mostly residential structures, many of them built more than a century 
ago.  several early commercial buildings still stand, although many have 
additions or modifications that mask their history.  The downtown feels 
relaxed and close to its natural surroundings, with wide lawns between 
buildings, shifting setbacks from the road to the structures, and homes 
mixed between stores and offices. gravel roads make up most of the 
secondary streets and sidewalks appear and disappear.  people gather at 
the feed store and come from miles around to buy groceries and watch 
the ducks at the market.  it doesn’t look or feel like the more formal 
milford to the south or the endless parking- lot-fronted malls along m-
59.  it looks and feels like Highland station.

sewers are coming to Highland station soon, and with 
them, change.  This is tremendous opportunity: the community can 
foresee growth and shape it to generate a new economy, create vibrant 
places, and preserve its character.  done well, new development will 
make Highland station more walkable and bring goods and services 
residents need.  increased resources will make civic projects possible.   
new residents will be attracted by the amenities and peace of hamlet 
life.  Building from its close proximity to the Highland recreation area 
and its location in the midst of horse country, the town can become 
more attractive to visitors seeking healthy outdoor recreation.  with 
preparation, Highland station will remain a unique and appealing place 
to live, work, and visit.

I n t r o d u c t I o n

West Livingston Road in the early 
1900s (top) and 2007 (bottom)
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Homes,  barns, businesses, and civic structures casually cluster into Highland Station.
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Plans  are in place to further connect Highland 
Station to Oakland County’s rich park and trail 
system. The trails shown at top are proposed. 

The first step in planning for the future is understanding 
current conditions.  This is not just about analyzing individual buildings, 
counting cars, or identifying trees, although those things should be 
considered.  it is about digging into what makes Highland station feel 
like a unique place.  How does the town’s location affect its appearance?  
How do its buildings work together to give it character?  How does the 
landscape create an experience for residents and visitors?  The design 
team and residents have worked for months to find the words and images 
that define Highland station.

Highland station doesn’t exist in a vacuum.  its spatial 
and temporal context has implications for the kinds of businesses it 
attracts and the structure of its landscape.  The town came into being 
because of the need for a depot at a high point along the railroad.  That 
depot was located near the intersection of east livingston road and the 
tracks.  The oldest parts of the town lie around that intersection, with 
historic commercial and civic buildings spreading down livingston 
towards milford road.  today, most traffic through town is moving along 
m-59 or down milford road, so newer commercial buildings have grown 
up near those thoroughfares.  Because these areas were already residential 
when m-59 and milford road became important roads, commercial, 
residential, and civic buildings are mixed together throughout the town.  

additionally, Highland station has been influenced by 
the surrounding rural landscape.  There is one horse for every 25 people 
in Highland township and horses have been an important part of the 
town’s culture for decades.  integrating equestrian activities into the 
fabric of the town is a priority for many residents. The popular Highland 
recreation area and dodge 10 park are located just east of town and 
attract equestrians, mountain bikers, and other nature enthusiasts. 
The new Highland oaks county park will be opening in the fall of 
2007.  new businesses have moved into Highland station to serve these 
visitors.  nature seems to have seeped into the town, both physically, with 
trees, lawns, and gardens, and culturally, with a sense of environmental 
stewardship.  

These influences have created the place that people 
recognize as Highland station.  it has a distinct character formed by 
a combination of unique elements and intangible circumstances.  in 
order to be sure that new designs build from the character of this place, 
it is necessary to first recognize Highland station’s character-defining 
features…

… its landscape, with trees visible over rooftops, the closeness of real 
and expansive nature, and the looseness of the introduced landscape…
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A study of Highland Station’s buildings shows 
how land uses are closely intermixed.

Obsolescence, non-conforming use, historic 
value, interest of the owner in selling, and 
other factors make some lots susceptible to 
change in the next five years.

… its architecture, one that finds a real beauty in its simplicity and 
its utility…

… the spacing and density of its buildings, with a certain 
imprecision in the ways they have been placed on their sites, and where 
the spaces between become as important—maybe more important—
than the buildings themselves…

… its scale, where significant structures only subtly dominate their 
neighbors, and significantly, where the landscape is left to dominate 
buildings… 

… its walkability, and its compactness, that allow people the real 
option of walking—the best way to appreciate the real character of the 
place… 

… its neighborhoods, which so closely surround the historic 
crossroads that homes and businesses are sometimes indistinguishable… 

… its sense of the casual and simple, recognizing that the Highland 
station that people seem to cherish is not fancy, not overly designed, 
and not elaborated or fussy… 

… its closeness, which allows people to recognize one another from 
across the street, and the ways that proximity creates engagement… 

seeing these features as the building blocks that begin to 
shape the feeling of this place will help determine what is needed to keep 
that feeling intact.  understanding what feels right to a place is at least 
as important as creating ordinances because it allows all stakeholders to 
think critically about each independent project while remaining in touch 
with the larger goals of the community.   it is less definitive than numbers, 
but more likely to really get at what matters to people as they think about 
their community.

 it is also necessary to design a process that allows 
stakeholders an active role, one that places emphasis on exploration and 
discovery, not presentation and reaction, and one that forges a bond 
with the community’s vision and Highland station’s character-defining 
features.  residents, business owners, city officials, and other stakeholders 
have been working in just such a process for months to develop a working 
definition for their vision and then develop a master plan from that basis.

Land Use

Commercial

Industrial

Institutional

Civic

Office

Single Family Residential

Duplex

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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facing these challenges and opportunities, the people of 
Highland station have framed a vision for what their hamlet should be.  
over the course of several meetings and workshops, they explored which 
of the town’s features should be enhanced because they make this a special 
place and which problems needed to be addressed in order to improve the 
town’s function and beauty.  This visioning process is important because 
it provides criteria for judging the value of new plans.  plans that support 
the vision deserve the support of the community.  The community’s vision 
provides a foundation for all other planning by revealing the intent of 
stakeholders.  it’s also a goal in itself:  eventually, the vision should be the 
image evoked when one thinks of Highland station.  

Coming into town after a day of horseback riding in 
Highland Recreation Area, one strolls by a bed and breakfast above a feed 
store, past an outdoor gear shop in a renovated historic commercial building, 
and stops to talk to friends eating ice cream in front of a cider mill.  Historic 
homes, with simple lines and fresh paint, hold offices, galleries, and small 
shops, all tucked under a canopy of trees and lit by the glow of porch lights.  
Lawns, gardens, and paths lead between the buildings, giving each room to 
breathe and blanketing the town with a sense of nature. 

The vision for Highland station highlights several goals 
and ideals for the community:

•  Highland station should be a charming modern hamlet.  
This place has a casual, small-town sensibility.  its streets 
and buildings form a recognizable place with the appeal 
of a place with history.  it is the kind of town where 
neighbors know one another and keep an eye out for 
each others’ children.

• it should preserve its attractive historical homes.  These 
simple structures have “good bones” and speak to the 
practical, rural history of this place.  

•  Highland station should retain and attract vibrant small 
businesses.  Being able to walk to a friend’s store to buy 
daily necessities and attracting visitors to stores that 
cater to recreational customers will encourage a growing 
economy and an enhanced sense of community.

• amenities should be available that encourage a healthy 
lifestyle for all ages.  sidewalks and trails that connect 
destinations throughout the town would allow people to 
walk and bike more often and recreational areas would 
support an active lifestyle.

An HDDA board person discusses the plans 
with a local family (top).  Township staff and 
residents share ideas with the Design Team 

(bottom).
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• Highland station should be a center of the community.  
There should be places to gather and hold festivals, 
concerts, events, and meetings.  it should also be a 
source for goods and services needed by people from 
around the area.

• Because of its proximity to Highland recreation area, 
Highland station should be a regional destination for 
those seeking recreational activities.  it should offer 
goods and services, as well as an atmosphere, that 
appeals to park users.

 • The community should promote health, fitness, and 
appreciation for the natural environment.  This includes 
integrating horses, bikes, and other outdoor activities 
into the fabric of the town.  it also means highlighting 
ecologically healthy practices as part of an effort to see 
that the health of citizens, the community, and the 
environment are interlinked.

• Highland station is a place that should encourage 
the expression and enjoyment of the arts.  galleries, 
concerts, outdoor art displays, and activities like art fairs 
should contribute to a community-wide appreciation 
for arts of all kinds.

•  Highland station should be the western gateway to 
oakland county.  it should introduce the county and 
act as a trailhead for its many parks and other amenities.

• downtown should be an oasis from the intense auto 
traffic on m-59.  There should be safe routes for 
pedestrians and cars to cross the highway, but in 
downtown, the highway should feel far away.  noise 
and views should be filtered out as one comes into 
Highland station and the pace should slow.

These goals and ideals were generated during a series 
of meetings over many months.  as the master plan was developed, the 
design team worked to make them an integral part of each element of 
the plan.  community members frequently stopped by to contribute 
ideas for developing these goals into more concrete projects and checked 
to see that the final plan would fit with their underlying sense of the 
community’s direction.  The master plan literally maps out how these 
goals can be expressed in the physical development of the town.  it is not 
a building plan nor does it offer final decisions about implementation, 
but it is the first step to creating criteria that can be used to shape future 
projects.

Residents  explore the results of the three-day 
charette at a meeting on the last night

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The vision for Highland Station should become the landscape for the community.
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A  p l A n  f o r  H I g H l A n d  s t A t I o n

tHe vision for HigHland station is compelling, 

tHe cHallenge is to Bring it to life.  How will “cHarm” Be expressed 

in tHe pattern of Buildings along a street?  wHat does “HealtHy” 

looK liKe in a parKing lot?  can “rural” or “active” Be Built?  at every 

level, tHe vision must Be incorporated into a plan so tHat tHe 

values of tHe community are made visiBle.  taKing tHe Broadest view, 

a pattern of use and style are forged, connections are estaBlisHed 

Between tHe elements of tHat pattern, and infrastructure is 

located to support tHose elements.  in a practical sense tHis level 

of exploration provides a frameworK for more detailed decisions.  

it also Begins to literally ground tHe vision–maKing it a part of 

tHe townscape.
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many community land planning efforts focus exclusively 
on use and scale.   comprehensive plans, zoning maps, and so on 
determine what kinds of businesses or homes belong in which part of 
a city.  ordinances outline building sizes and setbacks from lot lines.  
unfortunately, “use” is not what people experience on their way to 
work and “size” is only part of what they see as they walk to the park.  
in Highland station, the goal is to maintain the feel of a small, rural 
community even as uses change.  The framework plan establishes patterns 
based on both use and style.  This assures that activities are focused into 
certain areas in a beneficial way and styles remain stable so that the town’s 
character is maintained.  

The design team identified several distinct combinations of use 
and style:  

commercial style, commercial use (cscu) includes retail 
and service-oriented businesses located in buildings that have a 
recognizably commercial form.  for instance, the carpet store on 
milford road is cscu.  

residential style, commercial use (rscu) allows existing homes 
to be renovated for the use of mostly service-oriented businesses and 
new buildings that resemble homes to be built for retail and office 
businesses.  r. J. miller’s accounting office on east livingston road is 
an example of rscu.  

civic includes township buildings, police facilities, the fire station, 
and so on. 

special style, special use (sssu) is a bit of catch-all but is meant 
to accommodate the kinds of unique circumstances that are part of 
Highland station’s casual atmosphere.  The use of the former church 
for a day care is an example of sssu.  

Highland station commercial (Hsc) refers to commercial uses 
oriented towards m-59 or where larger sites suggest greater parking 
intensity.  while they will have a style distinct from that within 
Highland station, they should still refer to the town’s spirit and 
differentiate themselves from other developments along the highway.  
although it is not directly adjacent to m-59, the credit union is an 
example of Hc.

residential (res) refers to single- and multi-family homes.

The framework style of use plan (figure 1) suggests 
focusing cscus along east livingston road from milford road to 
the railroad.  This area historically had these kind of styles and uses and 
remnants (the department store that is now a skateboard shop, the town 
hall which is now used for car repair, and the hotel which holds the feed 
store) are still intact.  This area will have enough visibility from milford 
road to draw visitors but will focus pedestrian activity on the quieter, 

•

•

•

•

•

•

A  f r A m e w o r k  f o r  H I g H l A n d  s t A t I o n

Fig. 1: The Framework Style of Use Plan 
derives new patterns for Highland Station 
from existing conditions--preserving form 

and character.
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safer road.  along milford road itself, there is currently a mix of cscus 
and rscus.  new construction on this road should be primarily rscu and 
an effort should be made to reuse existing homes.  By encouraging rscus, 
there will still be a hometown atmosphere as one drives through Highland 
station.  also, people can comfortably remain in their homes even after 
commercial uses begin moving in next door.  civic uses should stay in their 
current location west of John street.  Keeping these functions within easy 
walking distance of the town’s center helps residents, businesses, and township 
activities stay connected.  sssus can be scattered throughout the town 
wherever circumstances suggest, as long as they contribute to the character of 
the surroundings and, especially, to the character of their immediate neighbor.

a variety of streets and sidewalks connect the different parts 
of Highland station.  milford road has a distinct character, with different 
sidewalks, boulevards, parking arrangements, and lane configurations from 
other roads.  it even changes along its length as it passes into and through 
Highland station and intersects m-59.  livingston road also has a distinct 
form and is different east and west of milford road.  secondary roads, such 
as st. John or governor crapo, can be considered in groups depending on 
adjacent styles of use (civic versus residential).  allowing the structure of these 
streets to be based on the needs of users will be in keeping with Highland 
station’s sense of practicality.  streets with more traffic and pedestrians 
may need to be paved and have sidewalks, lighting, and street trees.  quiet 
residential streets may be fine as gravel roads.

relocating utilties and creating other new infrastructure 
will be necessary to support increased commercial uses and improve the 
function of existing areas.  clustering utilities in the middle of blocks, 
behind buildings, is an efficient way to serve many buildings within a limited 
easement and prevents utilities from becoming obtrusive.  running power 
lines, sewer pipes, and other utilities above and below parking lots keeps them 
accessible but out of view.  aggregating parking behind buildings, especially 
along milford road, will also ease congestion by controlling access points 
and improve the visibility of homes and businesses.  it is also important to 
consider how stormwater will be managed as new structures and parking 
areas increase the impervious surfaces in Highland station.  incorporating 
raingardens, which clean and infiltrate water, can create “parking gardens” 
with attractive landscaping.  They would humanize the experience of walking 
among parked cars by breaking up views of parking stalls with spots of color 
and offering shade on pavement.  and, just as important perhaps, Highland 
station’s sense of healthy living would be extended to the basic necessities of 
its evolving economy.  This is just one of several stormwater management best 
practices that might be considered.

together these three framework plans begin to illustrate how 
the vision for Highland station will appear throughout the town.  it helps the 
community understand how character can be maintained while the economy 
grows.  it should not be seen as a static thing, however.  like many other 
elements of the overall master plan, these are things that will be refined as 
new guidelines and ordinances are created to guide the evolution of Highland 
station as projects are created to breathe life into Highland station’s vision.

A  P L A N  F O R  H I G H L A N D  S TAT I O N

Stormwater  management opportunities 
should be explored to help improve 
hydraulic functions such as infiltration, 
frequency, volume discharge, and 
groundwater recharge.   Alternative 
stormwater management practices may 
include, but should not be limited to, 
functional landscape and grading, open 
drainage swales, bioretention, filtration 
areas, increased runoff travel time, and 
depression storage.  Techniques should 
be practiced throughout the site on a 
micro storage level as many small scale 
efforts.  

For more information, refer to:
 www.raingardens.org
 www.mmsd.com/raingardens
 www.raingardennetwork.com
 www.rapidgrowthmedia.com/
features/sustain5907.aspx
 www.lowimpactdevelopment.
org/raingarden_design/download.htm
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while the framework plan deals with overall patterns 
and connections, the master plan explores how these take shape in streets, 
buildings, parks, and paths.  since the goal is to keep the feel of a quiet 
hamlet, the plan proposes to build on the structure and character already 
present.  while significant changes are shown, they would happen gradually as 
opportunities present themselves. The plan suggests what form changes could 
take as land becomes available.  Because of this approach, each area presents 
unique opportunities, which are outlined in the following chapters.  However, 
some general trends are present throughout the plan.  

an increase in density is anticipated throughout Highland 
station, but new businesses and houses should fit the informal, rural patterns 
that are intrinsic to Highland station’s charm. in rscu areas, additions to 
existing homes and new buildings should be built with the clean, residential 
lines typical to the town.  in cscu areas, buildings should be consistent 
with traditional commercial building styles, with large front windows 
and doors. lawns and gardens at least 10 feet wide should be maintained 
between buildings in order to avoid firewall requirements and create a sense 
of openness.  ideally these spaces would be irregular, however, so lawns 
wider than 10 feet should be encouraged.  ultimately, these spaces between 
buildings might become more cherished than the buildings themselves.

in order to avoid views of large parking areas, parking should 
be arranged along the back of commercial use lots. it will be safer and more 
efficient to limit driveways onto milford road and access these spaces from 
cross streets. The lawns and gardens between buildings will provide routes for 
customers to walk from parking areas to front doors. Breaking up parking 
lots with raingardens and other stormwater management systems will help 
with the practical and aesthetic challenges presented by both parking and 
stormwater.  Threads of green lawn and raingardens should weave throughout 
the downtown.

a wider variety of housing options would be benefit 
Highland station by inviting new residents who are looking for a small town 
atmosphere and convenient access to recreational areas and major roads.  
cottages on narrow lots, townhomes, rowhomes, apartments above shops, and 
other forms of housing should be mixed with existing homes.  These homes 
should have a scale and style appropriate to their neighborhood.  

These trends take on some more specific forms as they are 
applied to different parts of downtown. milford road explores the many 
challenges of taming a busy street while maintaining its residential character.  
livingston road illustrates how a commercial district can become a vibrant 
retail core for the town.  in the township center area there is an opportunity 
to create a civic core for Highland station.  extending governor crapo street 
to John street in the form of an alley or lane would further interconnect this 
civic core.  connecting to m-59 requires consideration of access, crossings, 
and a sense of entrance into Highland station. a green gateway along milford 
road, south of downtown, will establish the boundary of Highland station 
and communicate its rural character.  

A  m A s t e r  p l A n  I n I t I A t I v e  f o r  H I s t o r I c  H I g H l A n d 
s t A t I o n

A sketch of a Highland Station streetscape
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The  Master Plan shows how new roads, buildings, sidewalks, open spaces, and parking lots can be 
developed to fulfill the goals of the Highland Station Vision and Framework Plans.
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East Livingston Road has long been a commercial center for Highland Station.
Top photo: northeast corner of E. Livingston/Milford Rd., looking east. 
Bottom photo: Highland Feed Store on E. Livingston looking east
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e A s t  l I v I n g s t o n  r o A d

Historically east livingston road Has formed 

tHe commercial and civic core of HigHland station.  tHe town 

Hall, general store, and Hotel ancHored tHe street and tHese 

Buildings still exist, tHougH tHey Have found new lives witH 

different occupants.  east livingston is still well-positioned 

to attract sHoppers to town.  sHops witH inviting storefronts, 

and cafes witH outdoor dining, safe sidewalKs and cross walKs, 

pocKet gardens, patHs Between Buildings, and ample parKing 

will encourage street life.  restoring Historical Buildings for 

commercial uses will give tHe street a sense of cHaracter and 

new complementary commercial-style Buildings can fill in gaps 

in tHe streetscape.  
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Imagine driving home from work on Milford Road.  As 
you come into Highland Station, you pass homes and offices sheltered beneath 
a canopy of trees.  Ahead you notice a simple, old-fashioned store front–the 
Needham Building–with light pouring out its large front windows.  As you 
get closer, more shops appear and you see that people are chatting on sidewalks 
that pass under second-story decks and eating in outdoor cafes.  A restaurant, 
outdoor gear shop, horse tack shop, gallery, antique store, boutique, and other 
shops are scattered down the street, separated by lawns and garden paths.  You 
pull out of rush hour traffic and onto Livingston Road.

east livingston road is the logical location for Highland 
station’s retail core.  it is visible and accessible from milford road, but 
is quieter and safer for pedestrians.  it already features buildings with 
historical commercial significance and several successful shops.  visitors 
from the Highland recreation area use it to enter town and it links the 
township buildings and homes on the west side of milford road.  in 
order to make it successful, however, it should become a unified and 
attractive district.

most of the buildings along livingston should have a 
traditional commercial style that is consistent with buildings like the feed 
store.  The needham building, town hall, meck building, and Jensen 
Building could be restored to their historical appearances.  new buildings 
with a similar style could fill in spaces between existing structures, such as 
the gravel parking lot between the needham and meck buildings.  parking 
lots should be located behind the buildings and some 90-degree head-in 
parking spaces should remain along the street.  This is preferable to angled 
or parallel parking along livingston because most traffic will come from 
the west and 90-degree parking is the only type that allows that traffic to 
easily park on either side of the road. 

wide sidewalks on both sides of the road will encourage 
pedestrian access.  The experience of walking beneath a canopy is 
appealing, so balconies could be built over the sidewalks on some 
buildings.  large storefront windows and glass doors allow pedestrians to 
see into stores and make the walk more interesting.  lawns and pocket 
gardens between buildings present opportunities for outdoor dining, 
sculpture display, or rest and provide access to back parking areas.  
lighting the street is important, but lighting that is too bright or formal 
will interfere with character of the street.  porch lights, lit signs, some low 
pole lights, and the light coming from within the shops will be adequate 
pedestrian lighting.  larger overhead lights marking intersections should 
remain for safety and because they suggest a rural style of road.

several buildings present special opportunities for the 
community.  The Highland feed store is already an important center 
for the town.  eventually, it could also feature a bed & breakfast on the 
second floor.  genson’s building could be renovated to serve as a cider mill 
or restaurant with outdoor dining.  attracting other interesting businesses 
that serve residents and visitors from the recreation area will make 
livingston road a shopping area with a unique small-town character.

e A s t  l I v I n g s t o n  r o A d

A plan for East Livingston Road from Milford 
Road to the railroad tracks

A section through the front yard of a commer-
cial building shows how porch lights and poles 

can light sidewalks.
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Elevations  of buildings of the north (top image) and south (middle image) sides of East Livingston Road show how 
restored historical buildings and new commercial buildings (in brown) combine to form an interesting streetscape from 

Milford Road to the railroad tracks. A view east down Livingston Road (bottom image).
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An  elevation of the east side of Milford Road from Ruggles to Governor Crapo Street shows new Residential Style Com-
mercial Use structures and additions in brown.
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m I l f o r d  r o A d

milford road Has not always Been tHe main route 

tHrougH HigHland station.  wHen tHe railroad was tHe central 

feature of town, milford road was simply a wide residential 

street lined witH sticK-Built Homes. tHat cHaracter remains 

mostly intact today.  However, milford road is now tHe main 

nortH-soutH route tHrougH western oaKland county. it maKes 

HigHland  station very visiBle  and attractive to Businesses.  it is 

also noisy  and can Be difficult to  cross  safely.  as HigHland station 

maKes cHanges to its infrastructure and densities increase, it is 

critical to carefully plan tHe layout of milford road.  sidewalKs, 

Boulevards, parKing, drive lanes, utilities, intersections, and 

driveways  must all Be coordinated to function properly wHile 

maintaining a HigHland station aestHetic.
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milford road is like a river which brings resources to 
Highland station’s core but whose swiftly moving current divides one 
side of town from the other.  finding the right balance of speed, access, 
and safety will ensure that milford road is an asset for the community 
rather than a hindrance.  milford road is the perspective from which 
many people see Highland station, so it is critically important to 
maintain its casual residential character while ensuring that it functions 
well.  since it is not possible to control the volume of traffic travelling 
on milford road, it is necessary to make it behave properly. a variety of 
elements can work together to both maintain the road’s character and 
control traffic behavior.

The green gateway formed by colasanti’s market and 
the wetland at the south end of town provides a logical starting point 
for beginning changes to the streetscape.  as drivers come up the hill, 
they should have a sense of entering town.  crosswalks, sidewalks, and 
signage that announce one’s arrival in Highland station should begin at 
that point.  ideally, these elements combined with increased activity will 
slow traffic to a steady 25 miles per hour. 

The road section from colasanti’s to mcpherson 
road should remain as it is now, except perhaps the travel lanes can 
be narrowed slightly by moving the fog line in one foot to reduce the 
perceived width of the road as a traffic calming measure.  also in this 
area, the sidewalk can be a widened shoulder with a stripe, color, and 
pavement type that differentiates it from the road.  when topography 
allows, the sidewalk can move away from the road and a green boulevard 
can run adjacent to the street.  along the entire length of milford road, 
it is appropriate for the sidewalk to move relative to the street–even out 
of the right-of-way, if necessary–to accommodate parking, street trees, 
buildings, and so forth.  a casual sidewalk pattern, as long as a complete 
connection is maintained, will communicate the easy atmosphere of the 
town.

from mcpherson road to livingston road, some curb 
cuts will have to remain, but they should be controlled and limited as 
shown in the illustration of the existing carpet classics store on page 
25. no on-street parking should occur in this block. at the intersection 
with livingston road, left-turn lanes are now maintained to keep traffic 
moving smoothly.  turns at secondary roads may become necessary as 
private driveways are eliminated, but all measures should be taken to 
avoid a center turn lane that runs the entire length of milford road 
through Highland station. as plans move forward, it is important to 
establish different road cross sections and character types which relate 
to the building types and uses. This will add variety to travel experience 
through town and maintain Highland station’s casual appearance.  

m I l f o r d  r o A d

Looking  across Milford Road towards East 
Livingston Road shows the effect of removing 
overhead data lines.
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A  plan for Milford Road (starting at the north on the left) shows parking and lane layouts that 
change along the road’s length depending on the requirements of each portion of road.  Street 
trees and sidewalks form a casual pattern much as they do now.
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Milford  Road homes as they appear now (top) 
and as they might appear with additions in a 

residential style (bottom).

north of livingston, some stretches of milford road 
might accommodate parallel parking.  parking in front of commercial 
buildings creates perceived accessibility that helps businesses succeed, even 
though most customers will probably find it more efficient to use the back 
parking areas.  parallel parking also adds to the sense of activity, helping 
slow traffic.  using a different paving type for parallel parking areas and 
having grassy bump-outs along the road’s length will help visually narrow 
the road.  Between livingston road and governor crapo street, the goal 
should be to omit all curb cuts, although one on each side of the road 
may be necessary. This block would have on-street parallel parking with 
the sidewalk adjacent to the parking in some areas and with boulevards 
between the parking and sidewalk in others. 

Between governor crapo street and ruggles street, the 
long-term goal should be to eliminate all curb cuts.  access to the homes 
and businesses in this area would be from a rear service drive or alley.  
This block would also have on-street parallel parking with a boulevard 
between the parking and sidewalk.  curb cuts should also be eliminated 
along the west side of milford road between ruggles street and m-59. 
The gas station site should be limited to one access point. no on-street 
parking would occur on this block.

finding unobtrusive locations for utilities will also be 
important to the appearance of milford road.  private franchise utilities 
such as electric lines, communication lines, and storm sewers can be 
moved to the center of blocks, in the infrastructure areas shown in the 
framework plan.  power and data lines are the most visually invasive of 
the utilities and even if they remain above ground, moving them off the 
street will improve views of the town.   sanitary sewer, water, and gas lines 
will remain in the street right-of-way. locating these underground utilities 
beneath sidewalks or using the infrastructure areas will allow utilities to 
function efficiently and allow street trees to be planted in the boulevards.

creating a diverse experience along milford road, and 
one that is uniquely fitting to Highland station’s character, will capture 
the opportunity presented by the many travelers passing though town 
along its length.  it will also help make it a safe and functional space for 
residents and business owners.  The street will become a primary asset for 
the community.
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Adding  sidewalks, boulevards, street trees, and lawns dramatically changes the appearance of the Milford Road and 
Carpet Classics.
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A view across Veteran’s Memorial Park towards the Highland Station House
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t o w n s H I p  c e n t e r

a town is more tHan a concentration of Homes 

and Businesses.  it is a place wHere people sHare responsiBility for 

tHe well Being of tHe community and tHe land.  it is a frameworK 

witHin wHicH people worK togetHer towards common goals sucH 

as educating cHildren and protecting citizens.  it fosters a sense 

of Belonging and ownersHip.  a pHysical place tHat Houses civic 

functions can represent tHat sense of ownersHip.  civic Buildings 

and town greens form a core for a community, focusing tHeir 

energy and connecting residents and Business owners to tHe 

resources of tHe town.  Beautiful puBlic spaces increase pride in 

place and can Become part of tHe iconograpHy of a small town.
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The west side of John street has served as the home of 
various municipal functions and the public schools for many decades.  
The municipal presence, which currently includes the fire station, sheriff’s 
substation, the township offices and senior center, functions as an anchor 
and draws residents and visitors to Highland station.

in 1996, community leaders purchased property on the 
north side of m-59, adjacent to downey lake, with the intent of creating 
a civic center.  This decision preceded efforts at downtown revitalization.  
The library, having outgrown its space in the Highland station House 
moved there in 2002.  The Hdda tif plan indicates that once the civic 
center is moved adjacent to the library, the Hdda would aquire the 
current town Hall building and establish a business incubator.

recent planning efforts for a revitalized Highland 
station area have brought the issue of where to locate the town Hall into 
question.  while there are certainly benefits to consolidating municipal 
functions in a beautiful natural setting adjacent to the library, there is also 
a compelling argument to retain a civic presence in Highland station.  
municipal functions and resources would remain connected to the 
homes and businesses that make up the downtown.  retaining municipal 
functions in the downtown area signals the township’s commitment to 
Highland station and further strengthens the area as the identifiable 
center of the township.

as Highland township grows, the township may 
need new facilities to accomodate the variety of services its population 
demands.  if located in Highland station, a two-story building would be 
ideal, with a scale and style to denote its civic status.  Building could be 
phased to minimize disruptions.  consolidating the township and police 
functions and using a two-story building would allow room for parking 
and expanding the veteran’s memorial park into a civic green.

The civic green would provide space for concerts, art 
fairs, and other events.  a pavilion on the east side of the green would 
act as a picnic space or stage which would be lit by evening light.  when 
not in use for events, the green would be a place to play frisbee, read 
a book, or eat a picnic.  The veteran’s memorial could be constructed 
near the northwest corner of the green, sheltered beneath evergreen trees 
like those already planted in the southeast corner.  it would be a quiet, 
contemplative space with benches, adjacent to a raingarden.  The existing 
fire station and new township Building would anchor the green and give 
it a sense of enclosure.

parking must be provided for day-to-day use and events.  
There is room for more than enough parking north and west of the 
township Building for its normal use.  during events, event parking could 
be expanded west of the fire station in what is now a septic field.  This 
could be unpaved or a grass paving system could be used.  additionally, 
the township and schools should share parking as needed for their various 
events.  together, over 400 spaces would be available.

t o w n s H I p  c e n t e r

A view down John Street towards a new 
Township Building that could house Township 

offices, the sheriff department, the senior 
center, and other civic functions.

A Civic Green would provide a space for 
events, fairs, and concerts as well as passive 

recreational uses like picnics or a game of 
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A plan for the Township Center shows how the fire station and new Township 
Building frame a larger Civic Green.
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John street would 
be constructed to look like the 
important civic street that it is.  
This is the place for more formal 
rows of street trees and traditional 
pedestrian lights.  some head-in 
parking stalls should remain in front 
of the township Building for people 
who have to run into the building 
for quick business.  a broad 
sidewalk, boulevards, and front lawn 
would connect the entire township 
center along the street’s length.  
This township center would be an 
important part of the fabric of the 
community.

N
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A historical plat map from 1872 shows Highland Station’s street pattern of small blocks.  It is also clear how important the 
intersection of East Livingston Road and the railroad was to the town center.
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g o v e r n o r  c r A p o  l A n e

as  tHe founders of HigHland station platted 

tHe town, tHey used a series of small BlocKs.  today, one can see 

tHere is a regular rHytHm of BlocKs and intersections tHat 

maKe up tHe town.  tHis connection was never made, However, 

and today tHere is a “superBlocK” Between ruggles street and 

livingston road.  additionally, tHis BlocK is deeper tHan otHers 

in HigHland station, increasing tHe sense of separation.  BeHind 

it, tHe town Hall is Hidden from view.  cHildren wHo live east of 

milford road Have to walK to ruggles or livingston to get to 

scHool.  as HigHland station evolves, tHere is an opportunity to 

restore tHe intended faBric of tHe town.  
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an extension to governor crapo lane does not have to 
look exactly like the existing road.  like other streets in Highland station, 
the road should be built to serve the precise needs of its users.  The reason 
to extend a street in this location is to create a better connection between 
milford road and residents living to the east to the township center and 
schools.  There is a need for limited car traffic, good pedestrian access, 
and a visual connection.  a narrow lane or alley would easily serve these 
goals and it could even wind and split to accommodate buildings or 
intersections.  narrow lanes and a differentiated shoulder for pedestrians 
would be sufficient. 

splitting the road around a raingarden and then creating 
a green front yard between two townhome buildings would slow traffic, 
create a direct and interesting pedestrian path, and allow clear views from 
milford to the main entrance of the township Building.  The front doors 
of the townhomes would face the green and garage entrances would be at 
the back, from the lane.  together with the front door of the township 
Building, the green would be framed by front doors and feel like a public 
space with an informal connection to the civic green.  There would be 
framed, slightly offset view of the front of the township Building which 
would give the building a sense of entry and help visitors find the civic 
area.  a raingarden at the eastern terminus of the green would dissolve the 
green space into the less formal center of the block.

raingardens create interesting features for the center of 
blocks.  They are typically shallow depressions to which stormwater runoff 
is directed from nearby buildings and parking lots.  They can be planted 
with attractive perennials and shrubs, such as willows, dogwoods, purple 
iris, prairie shooting star, goldenrod, prairie dropseed, and so forth.  These 
plants help infiltrate and clean the water, tolerate changing soil moisture 
conditions, and require minimal maintenance, including weed control.  
raingardens do not hold standing water for more than 24 hours, so they 
don’t become hazards or mosquito breeding habitat.  They would be a 
pleasant visual break in parking lots and help with the practical challenge 
of dealing with stormwater from increased impervious surfaces.

governor crapo lane would be one of the more complex 
projects in terms of its affect on existing buildings.  currently there 
are a series of duplexes and small single family homes in the area.  The 
homes have limited historical interest and their architectural style is less 
consistent with the styles found elsewhere in Highland station.  replacing 
these homes with townhomes and small single-family cottages on narrow 
lots would create a wider variety of housing choices in Highland station 
and make better use of the land once septic fields are no longer needed.  
These homes could have a style more in keeping with those of historical 
houses throughout town.  garages could be accessed from the new lane 
and from driveways serving the back parking lots.  These new homes 
would quickly become part of the fabric of the town.

g o v e r n o r  c r A p o  l A n e

Extending Governor Crapo Street as a lane or 
alley to John Street would open up views from 
Milford Road (top) to the John Street (bottom).
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A lane, extending Governor Crapo Street would link the Township Center to Milford Road and create opportunities for 
housing and commercial development.
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Widely spaced, charming homes along the south side of West Livingston Road
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n e I g H b o r H o o d

wHile we stand in awe of grand structures and 

feats of engineering, it is tHe everyday places people come to 

treasure Because of tHeir relationsHips witH people:  a neigHBor 

on tHe otHer side of tHe Hedge wHo always Has tHe tool for 

tHe JoB–and is Happy  to  sHare;  tHe perfect sHady patH for new 

motHers to walK togetHer witH  tHeir  strollers;  a  HorsesHoe 

court wHere friends wHo Have Known eacH otHer since 

cHildHood still meet.  people love HigHland station Because of 

tHeir relationsHips witH tHe people wHo live and worK Here and 

tHe cHarm of neigHBorHoods wHere tHose relationsHips unfold.  

great neigHBorHoods maKe people feel connected to eacH otHer 

and to a place.
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some portions of Highland station have a single, clear 
use.  The block north of west livingston and west of John street has a 
civic use.  But most of Highland station is much more fine-grained and 
complex.  during its long history, residential and commercial uses have 
become intertwined.  dealing with a mix of uses in a sensitive way will 
benefit both the businesses and the residents throughout town.  The two 
blocks south of west livingston road, between King street and milford 
road, is an example of how a variety of uses combines to create a vibrant 
neighborhood.

There are several beautiful folk victorian-era homes 
along west livingston road and the iconic Highland station House 
is a landmark for the town.  as part of preserving the integrity of these 
buildings, it is important to keep wide side yards and gardens.  However, 
this area is also very close to both the commercial and civic cores of 
Highland station, so it will probably experience pressure to increase in 
both density and variety of housing once septic systems are eliminated. 
along mcpherson road, there is room for some cottages on small lots.  
like the cottages proposed along John street, these should have an 
architectural style that is complementary to their neighbors and garages 
should be located behind the homes.

at the northeast corner of the block, the Highlander 
House is an excellent example of rscu, with parking located behind the 
building and wide lawns.  Just south of that the carpet classics building 
presents a unique opportunity for restoring one of Highland station’s 
historical commercial buildings.  restoring the building’s storefront and 
large front windows along with rearranging parking to create space for 
sidewalks, boulevards, and lawns that connect with nearby properties will 
help it feel integrated with the homes around it.  sharing parking with the 
Highlander House would also help reduce the parking lot by consolidating 
spaces and driveways.

creating or restoring sidewalks around the block and 
down John street would provide a vital link between the southern 
portions of Highland station and the township Building.  additionally, 
a pedestrian path from the south end of John street to colasanti’s would 
be a pleasant way to get from the schools and township Building to the 
store by foot or bike.  it would also better connect the nearby schools 
and prestwick village to the entire community. Building this path in 
conjunction with sidewalks along milford would considerably strengthen 
the relationship between important parts of Highland station and create a 
pedestrian loop from one end of town to the other.

n e I g H b o r H o o d

The former Methodist church (top) is now 
Highland Station House, a space for several 

community groups (bottom). 
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The block south of Livingston Road and west of Milford Road forms a transition into surrounding 
residential areas and provides for a connective pedestrian path to Colasanti’s Market. 
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The intersection of Milford Road and M-59
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c o n n e c t I o n s  t o  m - 5 9

HigHways are tHe connective tissue of our 

nation.  we rely on tHem to move resources, products 

and people.  locations along tHeir lengtHs, especially at 

intersections, are preferred for many types of Businesses 

Because tHey are visiBle and easy to access.  in many cases, 

tHe pressure of tHeir popularity Has caused tHem to 

develop in unattractive ways.  crossings Have Become 

more dangerous in direct proportion to tHeir level of 

use.  wHile tHey linK communities along tHeir lengtHs, 

tHey divide communities across tHeir patH.  m-59 poses 

Just tHese sorts of cHallenges and opportunities for 

HigHland station.  it is important to taKe advantage 

of visiBility from tHe HigHway wHile maintaining good 

connections across it.
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Highland station is poised to take advantage of that old real estate 
adage: location, location, location.  it sits right at the corner of two important regional 
roads and is adjacent to the Highland recreation area.  However, there is almost nothing 
on m-59 that tells potential visitors that they are approaching an interesting place.  in 
fact, the only sign east of the intersection with milford road tells people to turn left to 
get to the town of milford, with no mention of Highland station.  The businesses and 
buildings near the highway are not representative of the charm of the town.   

in one of the community’s early efforts to draw attention to Highland 
station’s rich heritage and unique character, the Hdaa, Beautification commission and 
skilled volunteers banded together to create the “gateway park” with its depot-style ticket 
station.  The park stands as a visual sign of community pride, but does not serve as a 
desireable place for people to gather and interact with one another.  The traffic noise and 
fumes from the busy highway and its relative isolation from convenient parking hamper 
its use and limit appreciation of the ticket structure’s detail.  it has been suggested that 
the ticket shelter might tell the story of Highland better if located in a more pedestrian-
friendly location adjacent to the railroad tracks.  Here it might also serve as a trailhead, 
with maps and bike racks for use by visitors of the recreation area.  This could free the 
corner to be used to complement appropriate redevelopment of adjacent parcels.  The 
community may wish to consider alternative treatments of this corner in the future, but 
the issue must be approached with sensitivity and respect for the efforts of volunteers who 
donated time, talent and materials to erect this statement of their support for Highland 
station.  in any case, the corner should remain a green and inviting gateway to the village 
center.  

Having an open space to greet people coming to Highland station 
is important.  it is a space with the potential to create interest in the community.  
unfortunately, it is difficult to access by foot or car and gets few visitors.  The depot 
building is charming, but it seems lost on the site and perhaps a little lonely without 
railroad tracks.  it might be more fitting and useful located just east of the railroad 
tracks on livingston road where it could act as a terminus for the commercial area and 
a trailhead, with maps and bike racks, for visitors coming from the recreation area.  
gateway park needs parking nearby and features which attract users, including nearby 
retail areas.  additionally, moving the crosswalk over m-59 to that side of the intersection 
would increase foot traffic.  

as it exists now, the pedestrian crossing at m-59 is hazardous and 
uninviting.  There has been discussion about creating a pedestrian bridge, but the cost for 
this project could be close to $1 million.  it might be more practical to redesign the at-
grade crossing.  moving the crossing to west side of the intersection would safely connect 
the school and new library, bring visitors into gateway park, and help students crossing 
m-59 for lunch.  striping and changing the pavement color in the crosswalk would 
make it more obvious to drivers.  continuing the path over the median and perhaps even 
creating a small bridge over the swale would further distinguish it and give pedestrians 
“refuge” in the center.  plantings and other landscape features could be added to make it 
more inviting.another marker for Highland station could be the railroad track underpass 
just east of milford road.  Highland station owes its existence to the railroad, so a marker 
that represents that relationship would be fitting.  creating a more visually appealing 
bridge and incorporating Highland station signage would be a unique way to tell drivers 
they are approaching town.  The other important clue that Highland station is nearby 
should be the retail buildings along m-59.  if they had a distinctive appearance that 
references the town’s simple architectural aesthetic, without becoming overly ornamental, 
they would act as a kind of understated signal that something different is nearby.  moving 
parking to the back of these stores would further differentiate them from their neighbors 
and encourage people to drive a little ways into town.

c o n n e c t I o n s  t o  m - 5 9

The existing pedestrian crossing 
at M-59 (top) is an exposed and 

unappealing path.  A new cross walk 
on the west side of the intersection 

could include paving patterns, 
plantings, and a median crossing.
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Creating a safe crosswalk on the west side of the intersection of M-59 and Milford Road will provide 
important connections for the community.  The block just south of M-59 and west of Milford Road has 

considerable potential for redevelopment.

C O N N E C T I O N S  T O  M - 5 9
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Views of Colasanti’s Market, a wetland, and a small farm form a Green Gateway into Highland Station from 
the south along Milford Road.
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g r e e n  g A t e wA y

few small towns can Boast a store liKe 

colasanti’s produce and plants.  tHis grocery store, garden 

sHop, and local landmarK attracts visitors from miles around 

and welcomes travelers approacHing HigHland station from tHe 

soutH.  its floral sign and ducK pond are unmistaKaBle.  togetHer 

witH tHe wetland and cHarming red Barn across milford road, 

it is a green gateway into HigHland station.  it creates a sense 

of separation Between HigHland station and its neigHBors tHat 

speaKs to tHe town’s rural cHaracter.   maintaining it as open 

space and strengtHening tHe connection Between tHe gateway 

and downtown will Benefit BotH areas.  
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natural spaces and agricultural landscapes are an 
important part of Highland station’s character.  The nearby Highland 
recreation area is a major draw to the region.  The town has an important 
connection to the large equestrian community in the county.  wide lawns 
weave between buildings and the town seems tucked beneath a canopy 
of trees.  activities that are healthy for the environment and people 
are an important part of the town’s culture.  This connection with the 
environment should be communicated by the landscape of the town, 
beginning at the entry.

colasanti’s pond, a wetland, and a small farm form a 
green band across milford road just south of Highland station.  This 
separates Highland from nearby development.  maintaining this visual 
open space and enhancing elements like signs and pedestrian paths could 
add to the sense of entering a town with a unique connection to its 
environment.  adding interesting elements also helps slow traffic. at the 
bottom of the hill, between the pond and wetland, a suggested bridge 
element would give drivers a sense that they are crossing into town.  This 
plus the physical cue of the rise up the hill into town, would begin to slow 
traffic.  Building on that with narrower lanes and pedestrian paths will 
create a slower driving environment.

pedestrian paths linking downtown to colasanti’s are 
important because they would help both areas share customers and 
activities.  along milford road, sidewalks should be constructed so that 
as few trees as possible are disturbed.  taking into account the challenges 
of steep hills in this area, a pedestrian-friendly shoulder would probably 
be the most effective solution.  narrower lanes, clear striping and 
signage, and differentiated paving types would all help pedestrians feel 
comfortable along this road.  increased pedestrian activity also helps slow 
traffic, making both driving and walking safer.  additionally, off-road 
paths would be useful, connecting the end of John street at mcpherson 
to the north end of colasanti’s.  not only would that link the northwest 
portion of town to the area, but it would also create a walking loop from 
downtown to colasanti’s and back.  loops are inviting for residents who 
want an interesting exercise route and for visitors who want to explore.

The small hobby farm just east of milford road, across 
from colasanti’s, includes a charming red barn that is also a landmark 
for Highland station.  There is interest in developing a cider mill in 
Highland station and this is one site that has potential for that use.  it 
is a challenging site because of the slopes and wetlands, but it is very 
visible and its character is fitting with the cider mill use.  another cider 
mill concept could be an “urban” cider mill in Jenson’s plumbing supply 
store on livingston road.  That site has ample parking and buildings.  
combining a cider mill with a retail component, ice cream store, winery, 
or restaurant could make it a year round attraction for Highland station.

There are many unique opportunities for new attractions 
and amenities in Highland station.  it is easy to imagine a vibrant future 
for this hamlet.

g r e e n  g A t e wA y

A plan for pedestrian connections to the Green 
Gateway shows sidewalks in blue.  Solid lines 
represent existing sidewalks and dashed lines 

represent potential connections. 
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Approaching Highland Station from the south, the view up Milford Road invites visitors into the town (top).  
Changes to lane widths and pedestrian paths would help slow traffic coming into town and improve con-

nectivity from downtown to Colasanti’s.

G R E E N  G AT E WAY
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Highland Station has an opportunity to build upon its unique historical character.  As the community moves forward, this 
should continue to be the town’s goal. (Milford Road, looking north)
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m o v I n g  f o r wA r d

tHe people of HigHland station are ready for 

action.  tHey want to Begin to maKe some of tHe cHanges tHey Have 

Been discussing.  tHe question is wHere to Begin and How.  wHo 

is responsiBle for tHe puBlic proJects?  How does tHe community 

ensure tHat private developers follow tHe vision tHey Have laid 

out?  wHicH proJects can Be done rigHt away and wHicH will need 

to wait?  implementing a master plan is not sometHing tHat will 

Be done in a year, or five, or proBaBly even a couple decades.  it is 

an ongoing and evolving process tHat requires determination, 

persistence, flexiBility, and compromise.  it is important tHat 

HigHland station Begin to create a structure of incentives, 

guidelines, and ordinances tHat will maKe tHe plan a reality.
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m o v I n g  f o r wA r d

A new RSCU development in Highland Sta-
tion.

Highland station’s master plan is more than just another 
round of talk.  it is the first step in building a framework of guidelines, 
rules, and motivations that will begin to actually build the town’s vision.  

first steps

form a steering committee with the following three-fold purpose: 
revisit the tif plan to ensure project priorities line up with those  

 contained in the frameowrk plan; work with oakland county to  
 revise as necessary.

to steer the community through the master plan adoption   
 process and implementation

identify projects by priority given available funds and human   
 resources

create a timeline for implementation
retain a professional planning consultant to assist the steering 
committe on an as-needed basis
conduct a developer roundtable to discuss economic implications of 
master plan initiatives.
perform a retail market study to determine and support types of 
projected retail establishments for both milford and livingston road. 
include case studies for adaptive reuse of historic structures and 
associated mixed use parking requirements.
retain a traffic engineer with small town planning experience to 
develop short- and long-term road design geometrics. work with 
road commission for oakland county (rcoc) to adopt and 
implement road design standards. 

intersection bump outs
crosswalks
traffic calming devices
parking and landscape bump outs
traffic signage
center turn lanes 

formally identify Hdda bonding capacity for future projects and  
restrictions associated with funding.

percentage of Hdda tax capture relative to Highland station   
 core district

land acquisition for future streets and service drives
land acquisition for developments via developer rfps (means of  

 controlling future projects)
land acquisition for future parking areas
land acquisition for community open space and park land (visual           

 and functional)
stormwater management initiatives

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
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identify other funding sources
research available grants and apply for grants to support     

 identified projects.
philanthropists
endowments and foundations

although it is most likely that no new municipal building will 
take place in the next 5-7 years, the community should continue 
discussions relating to the future location of the municipal facilities.  
it is important to recognize that Highland township library needs 
a “neighbor” for security as well as to draw more patrons from a 
compatible use.. 
Highland station planning commission recommendation to the 
board to adopt the Historic Highland station master plan initiative 
as part of the new township master plan.
incorporate Highland station core area master plan initiative into 
the new township master plan

How to handle areas outside of core within Highland station?
dda district?

complete current historic structures documentation to apply for and 
obtain local and national Historic district designation

define Historic district Boundaries
create Historic district ordinance
create Historic district commission

identify developer and property owner incentives program to 
implement master plan strategies.

efficient methods to obtain building permits and site plan     
 approvals?

Highland station development checklist
informal concept plan review by special committee with 

  representation of at least one member of the following:
township official
planning commission
township Board
Hdda director
master plan task force representative
township planner
township engineering consultant
Highland station planning consultant(s)
Historic commission (future)
stormwater management (area served by   

                                 regional system)
utility relocation participation by Hdda
other……….

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

An existing historical marker
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revisions to and adoption of ordinances (Highland station specific)

sign ordinance
stormwater management criteria (Highland station core regional 
Basin district and pre-treatment methods)
permitted uses
accessory Buildings
minimum lot size
minimum yard requirements
maximum Bulk requirements
maximum Building lengths (per district)
architectural guidelines
parking requirements (Highland station landbank parking fund)
develop design guidelines specific to Highland station core (see 
village of franklin Historic district design guidelines sample)

zoning district framework
Hgc – Highland gateway commercial
sssu – special style, special use
rscu – residential style, commercial use
cscu – commercial style commercial use
res – all types 

architecture
adaptive reuse and complementary structures /  

  materials 
masonry–old field stone foundations
clapboard siding
Building height
details 
massing
roof lines

landscape
fencing
tree planting
plant material palette (natives or plants common to  

  historic times)
lighting
streetscape  

walk, materials, and location
width, furnishings and lighting 

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Examples of distinct local signage
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Looking south towards the southwest corner of Livingston Road and Milford Road. 
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A p p e n d I x  A :  p r o j e c t s

Project: Description:

new street signage

tree planting initiative

reduce milford road speed limit/
traffic calming

This project will consist of developing new street signage that replaces the green 
metal county road sign standards with signs that are unique to Highland station. 

signs may incorporate the Highland station logo or a historic district designation 
along with hanging flower pots as seen in the village of franklin.

This project might initiate an arbor day tree planting program on private 
properties to begin a new succession of Highland station’s forest canopy. consider 
hiring an arborist to give a brief seminar to residents and business owners on the value 
of trees and proper tree care.

encourage planting of a diverse selection of traditional tree species in random 
patterns. canopy trees might include Horsechesnut, Hickory, elms, Beech, oaks, and 
sugar maples. a list of recommended evergreen trees, fruit trees, and ornamentals 
should also be developed.

This project could be a living case study to determine the traffic effects of reducing 
the current posted speed limit from 35 mpH to 25 mpH. The objective is to start 
training drivers to slow down as they drive through the heart of the community. 

The township would need to request the speed reduction from the oakland 
county sheriff office and, if granted, monitor its effectiveness. The Highland station 
traffic consultant may need to analyze signal timing relative to traffic flow and other 
potential impacts. The state of michigan might also be involved. other signage 
systems and traffic calming systems could be implemented as part of this strategy.

This project would explore renaming milford road from colasanti’s at the south 
end of town to m-59 at the north end of town to its historic “centre street” name.  
The goal is to give Highland station some distinction from the current milford road 
identity and celebrate its original historic street name.

This project may have some logistical hurdles to overcome with police, fire 
and postal services.  address changes would be required for existing businesses and 
residents. There may be some issues with the rcoc, map revisions, and wayfinding to 
milford from the north.

POSSIBLE IMMEDIATELY

POSSIBLE IMMEDIATELY

POSSIBLE IMMEDIATELY

POSSIBLE IMMEDIATELY

renaming of milford road 
“centre street”
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 The goal of this project would be to improve sidewalk conditions and 
connectivity, adjust driving lane striping, add parallel parking where appropriate, create 
boulevards, and integrate infrastructure changes to overhead and underground utilities.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and Hdda.   This 
project could be started now, in tandem with the current sewer project, but would be 
ongoing.  

milford road redevelopment 
strategies  This project would create frameworks to encourage rscu developments 

along milford road in keeping with Highland’s character.  it will also be necessary to 
coordinate the development of parking, stormwater management and utilities behind 
buildings.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and private 
developers.  This project could be started in the short-term with changes to rules and 
incentives, but development would be ongoing.  

 The goal of this project would be to improve sidewalk conditions and 
connectivity, adjust driving lane striping, add head-in parking where appropriate, create 
boulevards, and integrate infrastructure changes to overhead and underground utilities.

 The stakeholder primarily involved in this project would be the township.  This 
project could be started in the short-term, but would be an ongoing effort to enhance 
the downtown commercial district core.  

 This project would create frameworks to encourage cscu developments along 
east livingston road in keeping with Highland’s character.  it will also be necessary to 
coordinate the development of parking, stormwater management and utilities behind 
buildings.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the Hdda and private developers.  
This project could be started in the short-term with changes to rules and incentives, but 
development would be ongoing. 

Project: Description:

HIGH PRIORITY

HIGH PRIORITY

HIGH PRIORITY

HIGH PRIORITY

east livingston road streetscape 
improvements

east livingston road 
redevelopment strategies

milford road streetscape 
improvements

A P P E N D I X  A :  P R O J E C T S
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HIGH PRIORITY

HIGH PRIORITY

HIGH PRIORITY

Project: Description:

m-59 pedestrian crossing
 This project would include relocating the crosswalk to the west side of the 
intersection and making changes to the paving, striping, landscaping, and signage 
around the crossing to create better access to the library and school.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township, county road 
commission, and Highland Beautification committee.  This project could be started in 
the short-term.

stormwater management initiatives

This project would develop two naturalized Highland station regional detention 
ponds and associated infrastructure. it would develop strategies for pre-treatment of 
water quality in the form of rain gardens, bioswales, and other green-oriented practices.

detailed design and engineering should be completed to determine capacity, 
drainage districts, basin landscape treatment, and associated costs and funding sources. 
The required alternate methods for on-site treatments should also be developed in detail. 
consider developing a model case study using an upcoming project to work out details.

develop maintenance strategies

as public projects are implemented, it is important to develop maintenance 
strategies to protect investments and maintain their integrity.

ensure adequate funds are appropriated for proper maintenance and assign 
responsibility to appropriate parties to ensure the maintenance is carried out. 
maintenance may be performed by volunteer groups (such as the Beautification 
committee), private contractors, or in-house by township departments.

Branding and marketing
This project will be critical to ensure that a clear vision of Highland station’s unique 

charm is promoted for visitors, business owners, and residents. it would highlight 
Highland station’s rural and casual character, long history, close connection to nature, 
and outdoor recreation opportunities. 

The current logo selection for the Hdda is just the beginnings of an overall 
strategy to define the genus loci of Highland station. The promotions committee could 
lead the charge to hire a professional marketing group to develop a distinct approach to 
attract compatible businesses.

DOWNTOWN 
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

H
IG

H L A N
D

DOWNTOWN 
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

H
IG

H L A N

D

HIGH PRIORITY
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governor crapo street extension 
to John street  This project would involve acquiring the land needed to extend a narrow lane 

or alley from milford road to John street.  it would require road building, landscaping, 
raingardens, and other infrastructure for stormwater management and utilities.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and private develop-
ers or land owners.  This project could be started whenever opportunity presents itself.  

 This project would create frameworks to encourage residential redevelopment  
in keeping with Highland’s character.  it will also be necessary to coordinate the 
development of parking, stormwater management and utilities behind buildings.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and private 
developers.  This project could be started in the short-term with changes to rules and 
incentives, but development would be ongoing. 

Project: Description:

m-59 redevelopment strategies

green gateway

 The goal of this project would be to maintain open space at the southern 
edge of town along milford road.  it would also include adding sidewalks and trails, 
changing lane striping along milford road, and adding signage.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township, private developers 
and land owners, and the county road commission.   This project could be started in 
the short-term.  

 This project would create frameworks to encourage commercial development  
in keeping with Highland’s character.  it will also be necessary to coordinate the 
development of parking, stormwater management and utilities behind buildings.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and private 
developers. This project could be started in the short-term with changes to rules and 
incentives, but development would be ongoing.

other projects
• land acquisition for design control (developer rfps and open spaces)
• continue programming festivals and events to build community
• farmers market
• equestrian Bed, Breakfast, and Board
• pursue cider mill initiative

pathway to colasanti’s market
promotion of the arts

•
•

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

crapo lane and John street 
redevelopment strategies
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Project: Description:

Historic plaques / photos

Throughout Highland station there should be plaques with historic photos and 
interpretive information to reinforce the history of the town’s evolution, business, and 
commerce.  a historic map at a kiosk near livingston road and the railroad tracks 
might highlight the town’s founding landmarks such as the vinegar cider mill, the train 
depot, the saw mill, and the pickle works.

This initiative could be done as an ongoing effort by the Historical society 
volunteers and would raise the public’s awareness of the story of Highland station.

overhead utility relocation

 This project would involve moving overhead power and data lines to the back of 
lots or underground wherever possible, to improve views of Highland station.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and utility compa-
nies.  This project could be started in the short-term or mid-term.  

civic green
 This project would expand the existing green by moving the police facilities 
into a new township Building.  The civic green could include a performance area, a 
relocated veteran’s memorial, and space for events and recreation.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and Highland 
Beautification committee.    This project could be started when the township Building 
is constructed or possibly sooner if the oakland county sheriff office is relocated.

 The goal of this project would be to improve sidewalk conditions and 
connectivity, add parallel and head-in parking where appropriate, create boulevards, add 
street trees and lights, and integrate infrastructure changes to overhead and underground 
utilities.

 The stakeholder primarily involved in this project would be the township.  This 
project could be started in the short-term or mid-term, but would be ongoing.  

railroad Bridge improvements
 This project would redesign the railroad crossing over m-59 and incorporate 
Highland station signage in order to create an entry into town.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the dda, township, railroad com-
pany, mdot, and road commission for oakland county. This project could be started 
when the bridge needed repair or replacement.  

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

MEDIUM PRIORITY

John street streetscape 
improvements
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Project: Description:

This project would create a cultural landscape that reinforces Highland station’s 
presence as a gateway in this region of vast state and county parklands. landscape 
enhancements using native naturalized planting, equestrian fencing, historic fieldstone 
masonry, and other landscape features will announce Highland station as a unique 
place.

mdot enhancement grants, potential funding from oakland county as a western 
gateway to the county, funding from art endowments to promote environmental or 
historic art, and other implementation and funding strategies should be evaluated.

township Building
 This project would build a new two-story structure to house township offices, 
the police station, the senior center, classrooms, and meeting rooms.  it would also add 
parking lots and landscaping around the site.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township, oakland county 
sheriff, fire department, and senior groups.  This project could be started when the 
township has a need and funding for a new building.  

This project would announce Highland station at the intersection of livingston 
road and m-59 for travelers heading eastbound on m-59.  The idea is to reinforce the 
district at all potential gateway locations and possibly encourage some to use livingston 
road as an alternative route to Highland station rather than milford road.

The township would have to acquire an easement or property to create a space 
with a strong reference to the character of the Highland station district. This could 
contribute to part of an overall wayfinding and branding effort.

gateway park

 This project would involve landscaping and signage in gateway park.  it might 
also involve relocating the Highland station structure in order to use it as a trail head 
just east of the railroad tracks along livingston road or as a book-end to the township 
Hall at the end of governor crapo street, adjacent to the railroad.

 stakeholders involved in this project include the township and Highland 
Beautification committee.  This project could be started in the short or mid-term.

LOW PRIORITY

LOW PRIORITY

LOW PRIORITY

LOW PRIORITY
west gateway signage / 
monumentation

m-59 median and r.o.w. 
enhancements


